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”The Perfect Bedtime Story! What a magical story to read before
bed! This is the perfect book to get children excited to go to sleep. It
follows little Ari and her dog as they go into space while they dream
and have quite the adventure. With it’s rich and colorful illustrations
and magical story I’ll bet it will be read over and over again in many
homes before bed. My daughter loved this book now (8) but I wish
we had this when she was a few years younger!!“

Shanita is a Board Certified Behavior
Analyst and has been serving individuals
with developmental disabilities throughout
the Central Florida and Tampa Bay area
since 2003. In 2018, Shanita was inspired
to pursue her childhood dream of
becoming a published author, so she
created the “Let’s Go Dreaming”
children's book series. She published her
first book, “Sleep, Tiny Dreamer” in 2019. 

- Julia, Verified Amazon Purchaser 

”Perfect ‘Sweet Dreams’ Adventure
This is such a sweet bedtime story that is sure to have little ones
smiling, as they drift off to sleep. The rhythmic pattern of prose
and the beautiful illustrations add to the appeal of this book. Little
Ari and her best friend Pepper are lovable as the cutest little
dreamy space travelers. I like that the author included learning
opportunities throughout the story, such as names of planet and
solar system. I’m sure the beautiful moon boots will lead to
question or two! Excellent choice for a bedtime story. Certain to
become a favorite for repeat readings.”

By: Shanita Allen 
Illustrated by: Michelle Dominado 

Join Little Ari and her talking dog, Pepper, as they explore the
world of dreams and journey into outer space. Meet Galaxy Joe,
take a magical ride on a Meteoroid, and play among the planets,
while learning about our solar system. Matching activity book
available.

About “Let’s Go Dreaming Into the Stars” 

“Wonderful Story!
This engaging book with effortless rhymes is great for young
readers. This whimsical story is brought to life with vibrant
illustrations and relatable characters. It teaches an import lesson
about the power of dreaming. Highly recommended.”

info@letsgodreaming.com 
www.letsgodreaming.com
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